CB Depression Etiology Theories: The Blues Program Logic Model

The Blues Program is based on a CB theory of depression, which proposes that depression has its origins in negative thought patterns that result in negative behavior patterns. The cognitive vulnerability model (Beck, 1967) posits that individuals at risk for depression (and those currently depressed) selectively attend to negative rather than positive stimuli and have stronger recall for negative compared to neutral or positive material (Kellough et al., 2008; Wells et al., 2010). More recently, the cognitive theory of depression has been linked to neurobiological research, suggesting that the negative cognitive biases found in depression are facilitated by both increased influence from subcortical emotion processing regions and attenuated top-down cognitive control mechanisms (Disner et al., 2011).

Pure behavioral theories of depression (e.g., Lewinsohn, 1974) emphasize the significant role that maladaptive actions play in the onset and maintenance of depression, positing that depressive symptoms develop (and persist) as the result of decreased environmental reward, reductions in positively reinforced healthy behaviors (possibly due to punishment), and reinforcement of depressive/passive behaviors. Related to behavioral theories of depression etiology and maintenance, growing research supports the power of physical exercise in preventing and treating depression, perhaps due to its positive effect on mood and sleep quality (Mammen & Faulkner, 2013; Vallance et al., 2011). Prospective studies suggest that negative cognitions and low rates of pleasant activities by both self-report (Alloy et al., 2006; Lewinsohn et al., 1994) and objective (Beevers et al., 2011) measures increase risk for future depressive symptoms and MDD onset. Our CB group program is based on the model that increasing positive cognitions/cognitive style and increasing pleasant/valued activities drives its depression prevention effects (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Proposed Target Mechanisms for CB Group Depression Prevention

In addition to the specific intervention components predicted by CB theories to result in change, psychosocial interventions contain nonspecific or common factors that may account for a significant proportion of any intervention’s effect (estimated to be 30-70%; Imel & Wampold, 2008). This issue has a long history (e.g., Butler & Strupp, 1986; Frank, 1971) and the exact number and nature of these factors varies but almost always includes: (a) development of a confiding relationship with a helping person (often in the context of a group; Cruwys et al., 2014), (b) the opportunity to express arousing emotions, and (c) a rationale to account for change that engenders positive expectations (therapeutic optimism). In addition to representing common curative factors of psychotherapy, the absence of several of these constructs (e.g., isolation, lack of belonging) appears to directly predict depressive symptom risk in adolescents (e.g., Hagerty & Williams, 1999; Williams & Galliher, 2006). Ilardi & Craighead (1994) reviewed the role of nonspecific factors in CBT for depression, based on the paradox that most symptomatic improvement occurs before the patient is formally instructed in cognitive and behavioral techniques, which is consistent with our research in depression prevention (Stice et al., 2010). We hypothesize that The Blues Program produces preventive effects through both cognitive and behavioral factors and through common nonspecific factors inherent in the group modality.
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